BUYER EDUCATION

Auction Anatomy

AUCTION TITLE

Everything from lot size, category,
condition, retail value, and location of
the auction will be included here. Keep
in mind that Ext. retail reflects MSRP,
not the current market value, so you

AUCTION IMAGE

should always do your own research
about the value of the items in the lot.

There are three types of auction images
on B-Stock: 



BIDDING BLOCK

Category images which will include
generic stock images grouped together 



Includes all the bidding and pricing
information for the auction. You must
be registered and logged in to see

Product images that show stock photos
of the items that will be included in the lot



some of this information.
Sample images that show the condition
This is where you can see the

of the inventory or how inventory is

current bid price for the auction.

palletized for shipment. 



This is where you can place
your bid.
Here we’ll display the estimated

Note: These images are representative
and will not show exact images of the
inventory.

shipping cost based on your
shipping address. Any shipping
time frame displayed on the auction
page indicates when you will hear
back from the seller to arrange
shipping. For international
shipping, please note that even
though shipping estimates may
appear, some inventory cannot be
shipped internationally.
MANIFEST

Includes the brand, item description,
retail value, extended retail, and item
number. You can also download the full
manifest for any auction details.

DETAILS

This is the section where we’ll call out
any important information about your
auction. Note: This may vary by seller
and can also vary by auction so it is
important to review this information
for any auction you are interested in.

A description of the inventory
types included in the auction.

A description of the condition of the
inventory included in the auction.
Note: condition descriptions vary
across marketplaces, make sure to
check this section for each auction
you'd like to bid on.

Details about how inventory is
packaged for shipment.

Here the seller will provide details
about the size and weight of the lot,
as well as any pallet count
information and details about
packaging and shipping

GENERAL

requirements.*
*Not every auction will have seller
notes, but when they do, this
information will be very important.
Please make sure to check this section
for every auction you choose to bid on.

Links to resources to help with payment,
shipping, merchandise condition, and
marketplace terms and conditions.

